Temporary identification system

y151T Seal
Highlights
Print, cut & seal in one step
11 colors of Thermoseal tape
User Friendly
Easy Maintenance
No solvents required

Speeds marking in…helps prevent
sorting errors! Reduces sorting labor.
Color coded tags make sorting shirts a
simple task. Shirts can be sorted into
movable transporters or numbered rail
clips right off the folder or finishing unit,
reducing the amount of labor required.
Labels print clearly, adhere firmly, and
yet peel off easily. Label length adjusts
automatically to match number of
characters.
Store… day… week… lot… bundle
The Thermo-Seal® tag gives positive lot
control to prevent costly, time consuming
mix-ups and lost garments. Large, clearly
printed letters and numerals make sorting
easier. Four to twelve characters are set in
seconds for any code. The tape in eleven
solid colors allows you to combine color
code with your printed code to make sorting
even easier and faster.

Thermo-Seal® taperolls
The tape specifically made for all
Thermo-Seal® temporary marking
machines. The eleven colors are
orange, yellow, red, gray, lavender,
white, green, pink, blue, gold and
tan. Adheres to cottons, poly/cotton
blends, loose weave polyester and
wools.

Thermo-Flags® tags
Where Thermo-Seal® tape can’t be
applied directly to the garment,
apply tape to a Thermo-Flags® and
staple or pin to garment. White
only.

Ink ribbon cartridge # RC2410-15
Black indelible ink ribbon. Prints
sharply and cleanly on ThermoSeal® taperolls. Print stays clear
and legible through laundering, dry
cleaning and finishing operations.
The ink cartridge is very simple to
snap into place.

Specifications
Electronic Requirements:
Operating Air Pressure:
Machine height x width x depth:
Machine weight:
CE certified

6.3 Amps @ 115 Volts or 3.1 Amps @ 230 Volts
60 PSI or 4.0 Bars
15.3" x 21.9" x 17.1" (389 mm x 556.5 mm x 432.5 mm)
40.7 LBS (18.5 Kg)
Menu offers 3 languages: English, Dutch and Spanish
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